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Run 2137 20th May 2019 Phantom Farter Herston 
True to the nature of the Phantom our run was mysteriously changed to a new location at the last 

minute.  Only those who actually check their emails knew that we were now at the Phantom’s under 

construction hideout.  Nonetheless a few of us managed to use both the internet and GPS and locate 

the published address. 

Phantom did us proud and put on awesome food, the booze excellent and of course an awesome virgin 

north side run.  To and From was a little critical in that the arrows were sometimes not laid down 

until we were actually lost or past   a point where direction onwards was important.  A minor 

technical issue surely, the excuse being torrential rain and being young enough to have to go to full 

time work and not having time to reset the run.    Criticism of younger tax payers should not be 

tolerated.   

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


It was duly noted that our song mistress again left us floundering.  Fig Jam was overheard saying that 

her car was stricken down by FFL (French F*ing Logic), however numbers were increased by the 

attendance and scrutiny of crutches by Dizzy (a rather large kelpie sheep dog cross).   

Once runners (3) and walkers had returned, out came the cocktail frankfurts, known to 

Queenslanders as “Little boys” and the Cardinal Pell “jokes” about time to dip the sausage in the sauce!  

Shocking!!  There was also some reference to To & From being strapped to a “ho”, perhaps I misheard 

as this seems entirely unlikely.  The circle was called and the age-old tradition of multiple tied 

together mugs was continued (at least two weeks now).  Floater was asked where he had been the last 

few months and also the run number.  He said he couldn’t even remember where he was yesterday, so 

no chance.  Dog’s apology for non attendance was a piss poor excuse of picking up his partner from 

hospital. 

A group down down was given to all the hashers wearing election colours.  Shredder and Sherbert 

were wearing red for Labour, Boxy was either wearing orange for Pauline Hanson or yellow for Clive 

or maybe it was both ways after all he is a former Hammersley boy.  Someone charged Shredder for 

having ice cold beer. 

Awards/Down Downs 

 

Hash Award Hasher For 

Hare Phantom Farter 
Great location for walk/run, both hospital and 
ambulances close by 

Big Prick MIA with Scrubber  

Small Prick Dog  

Dummy MIA with Picaninni  

Brush MIA with Abbo  

Arse Saver Yogi  

Grub Shirt MIA with Flasher 
 

Other Charges 

Chargee/s For 

Floater & Tail 
Returnees 

Pith Head 
Complaining on FB that he had too much alcohol 
left over from weekend hash event 

Floater Losing his runners at Fig Jam’s house 

 

NEXT WEEK’S RUN (No. 2138 ) 25 Newbury Cres Lawnton Yakkity Yak  

 

 



ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

 

• BNH3 40th birthday celebrations – Friday 7-Sunday 9 June 2019. Bribie Island Retreat and 

Recreation Centre (cabins and camping). REGISTER NOW. 

• Limit on food expenditure is $110 with receipts required. 

There has been a suggestion of another camping weekend for BNH3 in September/October.  

Heartstarter will organise something September/October.  Watch this space! 

 

 

Not our hashers 


